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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

CAST
Pietro Luca Marinelli

Bruno Alessandro Borghi

Giovanni Filippo Timi

Francesca Elena Lietti

Bruno as a kid Cristiano Sassella

Pietro as a kid Lupo Barbiero

Pietro as a teenager Andrea Palma

Bruno as a teenager Francesco Palombelli

Lara Elisabetta Mazzullo

 
CREW
Written and directed by Felix van Groeningen and Charlotte Vandermeersch

Based on the book “The  Eight  Mountains”  by  Paolo  Cognetti  (published  in  Italy  by

Giulio Eianudi Editore)

Cinematography Ruben Impens

Editing                                     Nico Leunen

Music                                        Daniel Norgren

Set design Massimiliano Nocente

Costume design                            Francesca Maria Brunori

Boom Operator               Alessandro Palmerini

Casting                               Francesco Vedovati

Line Producer             Rocco Messere

Executive Producers Olivia Sleiter

Louis Tisné for UK’s Elastic 

Producers                                  Mario Gianani and Lorenzo Gangarossa for Wildside, a Fremantle

Company

Co-producers                              Rufus/Menuetto

Pyramide Productions

                                                          Vision Distribution

In collaboration with Elastic

With the participation of              CANAL+

and                                                   CINE+

In collaboration with SKY

Supported by 

International Distribution Vision Distribution
Running Time                            147’           
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

SYNOPSIS

”The Eight Mountains” is the story of a friendship. Of children becoming men who try to 

erase the footprints of their fathers, but who, through the twists and turns they take, always

end up returning home. Pietro is a boy from the city, Bruno is the last child of a forgotten 

mountain village. Over the years Bruno remains faithful to his mountain, while Pietro is the 

one who comes and goes. Their encounters introduce them to love and loss, reminding 

them of their origins, letting their destinies unfold, as Pietro and Bruno discover what it 

means to be true friends for life.
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

PRODUCTION NOTES

“The Eight Mountains” is written and directed by Felix van Groeningen and Charlotte 
Vandermeersch.
The film, starring Luca Marinelli, Alessandro Borghi, Filippo Timi, and Elena Lietti, brings to 
the big screen a successful novel by Italian writer Paolo Cognetti. Produced by Mario Gianani
and Lorenzo Gangarossa for Wildside, a Fremantle Company, with Belgium’s Rufus and 
Menuetto, France’s Pyramide Productions and Vision Distribution, and produced in 
collaboration with UK’s Elastic and with Sky. 

The executive producer is Louis Tisné from UK’s Elastic. Vision Distribution is both the co-
producer and the international sales agent for the film and it will be distributing it in Italy. 
Their French counterpart is Pyramide Distribution, while Kinepolis Film Distribution will be 
handling the Benelux area together with Dutch FilmWorks.

THE DIRECTORS’ BACKSTORY

To be honest, we didn’t know that we would make this film entirely together. It all started 
with the idea of writing a version of the script, which Felix was already working on. We had 
done this for ‘The Broken Circle Breakdown’ and ever since had always wanted to work 
together again. When the first COVID lockdown came, we had been going through a stormy 
patch as a couple on a deep existential level and now the whole world was in crisis, but we 
sat down together and started to write. Somehow, we knew that adapting this incredibly 
pure story had the potential to bring us healing. And it did.

This is a story about friendship, but we approached it as a love story.

We are friends, lovers, partners and parents; we have a son together. Developing the film 
enabled us to explore our protagonists’ processes of growing up, finding friendship, losing it,
cutting ties with family, reconnecting, finding forgiveness, accepting the other’s choices, 
facing death and surrendering to the nature of life.

We wanted to make an epic film, told in tiny gestures. An ode to the fragility and strength of
every single living being, be it a human being, an animal, a plant or a mountain. Without any
cynicism. 

We explored how memories work. How seemingly small things that happen in your 
childhood can stay with you, you don’t even know why, and they grow in significance over 
the years.  

We were confined in our urban home during the pandemic and like so many other people 
locked down around the world, we experienced a great longing for the outdoors, for 
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

reconnection with the earth. Nature is a major theme in Paolo Cognetti’s book. While we 
were making the film it was beautiful to explore the romance and melancholy of nature, as 
well as its reality which can be ruthless and dangerous.

We were very fortunate to have been able to wander around “The Eight Mountains”, first in 
our imagination, later in Italy and then in Nepal. We started learning Italian, moved to the 
Italian Alps for eight months and later hiked up the Himalayas with an entire film crew. 
Being in the mountains means you have to confront yourself, it’s a merciless and honest 
environment. Why would you want to walk all the way up to the top? There is no reason 
and yet still we do it – only to walk back down again. In wonder.

One day in the spring of 2020 we’d been working on our first draft for about four months 
and were very happy with the result. We were sitting around the kitchen table when Felix 
popped the question: will you direct with me? … And we’re still here, walking up and down 
that mountain slope. 
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

At the centre of the world is the tallest mountain, the Sumeru, which is surrounded by eight 
seas and eight mountains. The question is: who has learned the most, the one who has been 
to all eight mountains, or the one who has reached the summit of Sumeru?

MAIN THEMES

FRIENDSHIP

This is the story of friendship between two boys, becoming men. The different choices they 
make in life inspire the other, they are like mirrors for each other, leading each of them to 
question what they want for themselves. It is a tender friendship based on mutual respect 
and in which there is no place for competition. Although it is hard at times, they respect the 
freedom of the other. We feel the pain when they separate and the pure happiness when 
they meet again. They don’t always have the words to tell the other about themselves, but 
there is a great understanding without saying anything.

In our film Pietro is the archetype of the searcher, the wanderer, never satisfied, always 
curious. Bruno is the man who relentlessly climbs his one huge mountain, focused, 
wholehearted, stubborn.

FATHER 

The theme of the father is very dear to us, as we both lost our fathers long ago. It’s so much 
part of growing up: to reject your father, to understand him better as you get older, to 
forgive him, to embrace him. To find a father in someone you share no blood bond with… 
and a friend who feels like a brother or sister to you. 

NATURE 

During the pandemic, people felt a profound urge to reconnect with the earth and we 
understood that care for our families and the natural world are inextricably bound together.
In the film, Pietro invites some friends from the city to visit the house that he and Bruno 
built up in the mountains. They are enchanted and start dreaming of moving there, living in 
touch with ‘nature’ again, growing their own vegetables and living a ‘simpler’ life. Bruno 
makes fun of them, because they are so disconnected from the earth, they have no idea 
about the reality of living this way. We love this storyline because we identify with the 
dreamers, living in a city ourselves. We are ironic about our own conflictual relationship to 
‘nature’ – the urge to immerse in it, as well as to escape to the city again, surrounded by 
supermarkets, theatres, bars, people and cars. 

BACK TO BASICS

In a time when the world around you seems to become more crazy every day, it felt like a 
relief to us to work on a film in which the story lines, as well as the characters themselves, 
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

have an honesty and a purity to them, and deal with the most essential issues of life. As 
kids: to find a friend and to play freely, out in the sun, running through tall grass, wading 
through rivers, discovering old treasures… And later: how to detach yourself from your 
parents and become your own person, how to deal with loss and regret. How to believe in 
yourself as much as you believe in the other. In the end: how to surrender to life and accept 
death.

THE DISAPPEARING WORLD

The ancient way of living in the mountains and making cheese clashes with the world of 
today. Loads of new rules oblige farmers to change their ways of working. They have to 
invest in modern equipment, which most of them are unable to do without getting deep 
into debt. As a result, this old world is slowly disappearing. Of course, there are great new 
ways to farm organically. But growing up in the countryside in the 1980s and 1990s, 
Charlotte knew a world of people, farmers, living as though time had stood still. An old 
world her father had great affection for, because of the no nonsense purity that was part of 
it. It was not a romantic world, but a very real one. 

PROCESS

ITALIAN SPOKEN

Cognetti describes the Aosta Valley and its inhabitants in a very specific and characteristic 
way, which conveyed to us a particular truthfulness. Because of this we wanted to shoot the
film in Italy and in Italian although we didn’t speak the language. So we had to start learning 
fast. By the time the casting of the young boys came around, we were just about ready to 
start coaching them in our best, newly-acquired Italian. Learning this language has opened 
up a whole new world to us. We already loved the country, its people, its culture, its history.
But during the whole process of making this film we felt very welcome and supported in 
Italy – firstly by our producers who were so warm and open-minded to entrust us with the 
adaptation of this huge Italian best-seller. But more generally, we felt a warm welcome from
almost everyone we met – so that it has truly become a beautiful reciprocal Belgian-Italian 
romance.

CASTING

It took us a very long time. In hindsight, having Luca Marinelli and Alessandro Borghi play 
the two main parts seems very natural, as they are the most famous stars of their 
generation in Italy, they are friends and have played friends once before with great success. 
But it was not immediately obvious to us. At the outset, both actors connected naturally to 
the opposite role – it took us a while to realise that Luca would be our Pietro and Alessandro
our Bruno and not the other way around. 

Somehow it was a bit the same with the kids. To find our Bruno, we saw a lot of candidates 
from the Aosta Valley and other regions in the north of Italy, all real mountain farm boys. 
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THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS

We settled on two kids who had a special connection. Our Pietro had to be believable as a 
smart city boy – but also as Bruno’s best friend – so we needed him to have a wild soul. 
Resemblance to their adult counterparts was less important to us. 

Working with Luca and Alessandro has truly been a marvellous experience. They are 
incredibly talented and honest, beautiful people. They have a pretty different way of 
approaching acting, but they just find each other without words; they really understand 
what the other is doing and what they can give back. There was a natural balance between 
them. 

MUSIC

Daniel Norgren was our first and only choice. At first, we didn’t know him personally. Only 
when we met him, we realised how right our intuition had been. It was a perfect match, 
because – in some ways – he is a Swedish version of Bruno. Like Bruno, he lives far away 
from the crowd, in the woods, on his own mountain, building his own house and his own 
music studio. He plays lots of instruments and sings. He finds his inspiration wandering in 
the woods. His music is so pure and from the heart, often recorded on a four-track recorder 
which produces a super analogue sound. He sings in a particularly vulnerable way which is 
perfect for the film. 

When we first approached him with the script, he was very enthusiastic, but then he said 
that it would be too much extra work. So, although our first connection was great, he had a 
complete block on the job. We then looked for other composers and contacted other 
musicians, but somehow, we were never really convinced. One day, we recontacted Daniel 
and asked if we could maybe use his existing music, which he agreed to. He then came back 
with more compositions and in the end he said to us, “this is the film I have been picturing 
all the time, when I was creating film music without films.”

DOP & EDITOR

Felix: Ruben Impens (Director of Photography) and Nico Leunen (Editor) are intrinsically part
of my filmmaking universe. They are like parts of my body, my brain. We are very good 
friends, and need less and less words. Yet we talk more than ever. We keep challenging each
other, and take our mission very seriously, yet never forget to have a lot of fun doing so. 

Like our main characters, we grew up together, professionally speaking. Twenty years ago, 
we first collaborated on my super-low-budget first feature and have seen film after film 
grow. Like the main characters in ‘The Eight Mountains’, we’ve often not seen each other 
for big chunks of time in-between projects. Yet, every time we reconnect, it feels as if there 
had been no gaps. They have also amazed me with their work on internationally renowned 
projects with great filmmakers. 

As we shot over a long time (in 4 blocks over 7 months) we started editing in-between and 
assessed and adapted the material together. We did rewrites and sometimes picked up 
scenes we wanted to do differently or that we missed. This was our best collaboration ever.
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